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Overview

BasedBets is a pioneering
gaming platform on Base chain,
centered on a sophisticated
peer-to-peer gaming
decentralized application that
provides a diverse array of
lottery and betting games.

With each game, participants
engage in thrilling
competitions while
simultaneously contributing to
the ecosystem's prosperity.

80%
rewards the winner generously,
fostering player engagement and
retention.

15%
contributes to revenue-share
program for $BBETS holders.

5%
strategically buys back and burns
$BBETS tokens, enhancing their
long-term value.
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Empower Entertainment

BasedBets envisions a
future where individuals
globally enjoy innovative
gaming experiences on
Base chain,

Financial Inclusion

BasedBets aims to promote
financial inclusion by
offering accessible and
rewarding gaming
opportunities that
transcend geographical
boundaries, enabling
diverse participants to
thrive.

Safety & Automation 

BasedBets lottery is securely
coded into the contract,
ensuring automatic winner
selection and instant
payment upon claim,
eliminating the need for
continuous admin oversight.

Community Engagement

We foster a vibrant
community of gamers,
developers, and
enthusiasts, encouraging
collaboration to shape
the future of gaming on
Base chain.
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Lottery

Lottery, our inaugural game
launching on Presale Day,
introduces a dynamic jackpot
system where players use Base
$ETH to acquire tickets and fuel
the jackpot prize pool.

With 80% of the jackpot
distributed to each round's
winner, 15% contributed to a
shared pool for $BBETS holders,
and 5% strategically allocated for
token buyback and burning,
BasedBets presents an enticing
blend of entertainment and
financial incentive.

Continuous New
Drawing Rounds

Our daily rounds allow entry into
the Lottery at any time, offering 24/7
chances to win, regardless of time
zone. Each round, occurring every X
hours, mandates purchasing a new
ticket before the timer expires. We'll
introduce pools for different time
frames, from daily to weekly,
catering to diverse preferences and
schedules.

Multichain

BasedBets Lottery will launch on
multiple chains, starting with Base
Chain followed by other chains.



BasedBets
BOTS

Stats Bot
conveniently offers
comprehensive
information via a simple
command (/stats) in our
chat. The bot is
integrated into the main
chat, allowing members
to activate it using
specific commands. 

Upon winner selection,
80% of the prize pool
goes to the winner, with
the remaining 20%
allocated for 15%
revenue share and 5%
buybacks and burns.
BasedBets Bot promptly
announces the winner
and their Base $ETH
winnings after prize
disbursement.

Telegram Bot
is integrated into the main chat,
allowing members to activate it using
specific commands. Below is a list of
commands and the corresponding
outcomes of the BasedBets bot.
Additional functions will be introduced
with the release of new games.

Command
/Ticket
/Prize
/Winners
/Legends

Result
Amount of tickets purchased
Prize Draw Amount (real time)
Winners list with prize amount
Top 10 highest prize winners



New
Games

COMING SOON!
A collection of PvP games

Place wagers against other players on
BasedBets collections of PvP games such

as, 8 Ball Pool, Chess and partake in poker
tournaments hosted on the platform!



SUPPLY 
100M

SYMBOL
$BBETS

NAME
BasedBets

Tokenomics

TAX 0% Buy
0% Sell

Presale                 25%
Liquidity              12.5%
Reward Pool      4%
Marketing           2.5%
CEX                        2%
Staking                4%
Burned                 50%



Roadmap
01

PHASE 1 
Launch Socials
Build Community 
Complete Testing
Complete Audits 
List on PinkSale (Fairlaunch)

02
PHASE 2 
Launch Whitepaper
Finalize PinkSale Fairlaunch
Telegram Marketing Campaign 
Twitter Marketing Campaign
Launch Token on DEX
List on CMC & CG

03
PHASE 3 
First Lottery with
Bonus Prize Draw
Complete Testing on Ball Pool
Twitter Worldwide Trending
List on Mid-Tier Exchange 
Trend on Multiple Platforms

04
PHASE 4 
Launch Revenue Sharing Platform
Update Dapp (Wallet Connect)
List on Tier 1 Exchange 
Launch PvP 8 Ball Pool Game
Partnership with Tier 1 Influencers
Start Development of Mobile App

05
PHASE 5 
Onboard Third Party Marketing 
Test Developing Lottery Markets
Launch Chess & Poker Game 
Final Testing on Mobile App
Youtube Marketing Campaign

06
PHASE 6 
Register Team Company 
Launch mobile app
Apply for Appstore and PlayStore
List on Tier 1 Exchanges 
Further Partnerships 


